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Protestant evangelicals and addiction in early

modern English*

Jose Murgatroyd Cree

Addiction is a word that grabs attention. It promises the reader a story of com-
pulsion, deterioration, loss of control, a spiral downwards, paired with a story of
withdrawal, recovery, and redemption. Often employed as a synonym for ‘sub-
stance abuse’, addiction is associated with intoxicating or illicit substances, and
frequently incurs moral judgement. Addiction is also controversial: there are
ongoing debates over the categorization of compulsive behaviours as addic-
tions, and even disagreement over the classification of addiction as a disease.1

Gambling is the only behavioural addiction recognized by the Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM), and only since the fifth edition
in 2013.2 In medical terms, addiction is still primarily a substance-related
disorder.
In stark contrast, early modern addiction was most often associated with

behaviours, not with substances.3 Furthermore, those behaviours were not

* This work arises from my PhD, titled ‘The Invention of Addiction in Early Modern England’, which is

part of the Cultures of Consumption Network (www.emodconsumption.co.uk), funded by the White Rose

Universities Consortium through the White Rose College of the Arts & Humanities (www.wrocah.ac.uk).

With thanks to Phil Withington, Tania Demetriou, Cathy Shrank, Ruth Ahnert, and the two anonymous

reviewers, for their feedback and suggestions.
1 For the debate on whether addiction is a disease, see for example Lance Dodes, ‘Is Addiction Really a Dis-

ease?’, Psychology Today [online], (Dec. 2011), www.psychologytoday.com/blog/the-heart-addiction/201112/

is-addiction-really-disease (accessed May 2017); Marc N. Branch, ‘Drug Addiction. Is it a Disease or is it Based

on Choice? A Review of Gene Heyman’s Addiction: A Disorder of Choice’, Journal of the Experimental Analysis of

Behavior, 95 (Mar. 2011), 263–7.
2 The DSM is published by the American Psychiatric Association (APA), and is the standard model used in

the US for classifying mental disorders. In Europe the standard classification model is the International Statis-

tical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems 10th Revision (ICD-10), produced by the World

Health Organization (WHO). ICD-10 does not categorize any conditions as addictions, but differentiates

between ‘Mental and behavioural disorders due to psychoactive substance use’ (opium, tobacco, alcohol,

etc.), and ‘Habit and impulse disorders’ (including gambling, pyromania, and kleptomania). See Ferris Jabr,

‘How the Brain Gets Addicted to Gambling’, Scientific American [online] (Nov 2013), www.scientificamerican.

com/article/how-the-brain-gets-addicted-to-gambling (accessed May 2017); and World Health Organization,

ICD-10: Version 2016, http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2016/en F10-F19; F55; F63

(accessed May 2017).
3 The most common types of addiction referred to in EEBO-TCP (which covers the period 1475 to 1700)

are addiction to study, pleasure, and religion. Addiction to wine appears in a small number of texts, and other

substances (coffee, tobacco, opium, etc.) hardly ever.
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necessarily considered reprehensible or medically harmful; in fact, addiction
was not considered a medical phenomenon at all. Samuel Purchas’s 1613 col-
lection of travel narratives provides a good demonstration of the range and vari-
ety of addictions in the early modern period. According to Purchas, the
Pharisees ‘were much addicted to Astrology, and the Mathematics’, the Babylo-
nians ‘addict themselves to Music, riot, and such like’, whilst ‘the Ephesians as
all the other Ionians, were much addicted to niceness and sumptuousness of
attire.’4 Purchas tells his readers about a manatee in a lake in Hispaniola that
was ‘addicted to one youngman, which used to feed her’, and he tells the tragic
tale of how ‘Cambletes a Lydian King was so addicted to gourmandise, that in
the night he did tear and eat his Wife.’5These are not quite the stories of patho-
logical consumption and compulsion that a modern reader might expect to
find from addiction narratives. In early modern English, ‘addiction’ meant
something quite distinct from themodern, medicalized, addiction concept.

ADDICTION STUDIES

The field of historical addiction studies is well established, yet until recently
early modern addiction had received little attention. In the late twentieth cen-
tury a debate emerged on the origins of addiction, prompted by a 1978 article
by Harry G. Levine which argued that Benjamin Rush, founder of the Temper-
ance Movement, was the first to clearly articulate a modern concept of addic-
tion.6 Levine’s model was challenged first by Roy Porter, and then by Jessica
Warner, both of whom saw modern addiction emerging as a more gradual,
long-term process.7 In particular, Warner argued that the roots of addiction
can be found earlier, in seventeenth-century moral treatises and sermons. The
regular appearance of the word ‘addict’ throughout the early modern period is
not part of this debate, because Levine, Porter, andWarner are concerned only
with themodern concept, not with the history of the word. In fact, Porter called
early appearances of the word ‘bogus forerunners’, which clearly ‘did not
anticipate Victorian psychopathology’, and Warner noted that ‘[early modern]
usage of the label “addicted” is [. . .] riddled with ambiguity’.8 Another
strand of scholarship which routinely uses the term ‘addiction’ in reference
to the early modern period is the study of historical intoxication and

4 Samuel Purchas, Purchas his pilgrimage (London, 1613; Early English Books Online – Text Creation Part-

nership (hereafter EEBO-TCP) Phase I), 57, 121, 281. Spelling has been modernized throughout. ‘Niceness’

is used here in the negative sense of indulgence and luxury.
5 Ibid., 278, 688.
6 H. G. Levine, ‘The Discovery of Addiction. Changing Conceptions of Habitual Drunkenness in America’,

Journal of Studies on Alcohol, 15 (1978), 43.
7 Roy Porter, ‘The Drinking Man’s Disease: The ‘Pre-History’ of Alcoholism in Georgian Britain’, British

Journal of Addiction, 80 (1985), 385–96; Jessica Warner, ‘“Resolv’d to Drink No More”: Addiction as a Preindus-

trial Construct’, Journal of Studies on Alcohol, 55 (1994), 685–91.
8 Porter, ‘The Drinking Man’s Disease’, 392; Warner, ‘Resolv’d to Drink No More’, 689.
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consumption.9 Like Levine, Porter, andWarner, these works are seeking to locate
modern addiction in the past. Up until recently there had been no attempt to
explore the existence of a distinct, earlymodern concept of addiction.
This changed in 2008 when Deborah Willis published a chapter on ‘Doctor

Faustus and the Early Modem Language of Addiction’.10 Willis set out to explore
the role of an emerging early modern addiction discourse in Christopher Mar-
lowe’s Doctor Faustus, noting that ‘it is a discourse that has affinities with, but also
crucial differences from, our own contemporary ideas about addiction.’11 Willis
identifies various threads in this discourse, but is primarily interested in the idea of
addiction as ‘sinful habituation’ – the notion, dating back to Augustine, that ‘the
voluntary repetition of sinful acts impairs the will and produces a sense of power-
lessness.’12 In 2016 Rebecca Lemon, building on Willis’s work, argued that sinful
addiction in Faustus was actually the distortion of ‘beneficial and even laudable’
addiction; it is the very qualities that make addiction good which, when misdir-
ected, can lead one to damnation.13 Lemon identifies two strands to this positive
addiction: in early modern translations of Seneca and Cicero (in 1614 and 1576
respectively); and in the late sixteenth-century work of Protestant reformers Jean
Calvin, John Foxe, andWilliam Perkins. Where Seneca praises addiction to philos-
ophy, Calvin praises addiction to scripture.14 Early modern addiction emerges
from the work of Willis and Lemon as a concept wholly distinct from modern
addiction, yet deeply varied and controversial. It could embody both laudable and
sinful behaviour, and contributed to ideas surrounding free will and constraint;
because of this, it can shed light on earlymodern attitudes to habitual behaviour.
However, this relatively new field of early modern addiction studies is still

mapping out the context and range of contemporary meaning and use. Rather
than attempting to interpret a concept that is not yet fully defined, this article
takes as its premise the notion that, as Phil Withington puts it, ‘language is a

9 Examples include Scott K. Taylor, ‘“A Miserable Captivity” or “Happily Redeemed from Captivity to Liberty”:

Tobacco, Addiction, and Early Modern Bodies and Minds’, in E. Michelson, S. Taylor and M. Venables (eds.), A

Linking of Heaven and Earth: Studies in Religious and Cultural History in Honour of Carlos M. N. Eire (Farnham, England;

Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2012); L. Perry, ‘The Word for an Addict in Geneva (Calvin on Addiction)’, Christian Bio-

ethics, 20 (2014), 80–96; Rebecca Lemon, ‘Incapacitated Will’ in R. Loughnane and E. Semple (eds.), Staged Trans-

gression in Shakespeare’s England (London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2013); Dennis Kezar, ‘Shakespeare’s Addictions’,

Critical Enquiry, 30 (2003), 31–62. Taylor’s use of the word ‘addiction’ throughout the article appears to be with

modern connotations. Lemon similarly provides no definition, but uses the word in the context of drunkenness;

her concern is primarily intoxication rather than addiction. Kezar provides a brief discussion of early modern defi-

nitions, but uses the word with modern connotations throughout the article, and is primarily interested in intoxica-

tion. Perry does examine the etymology of addiction, but he uses the modern concept as the basis of his analysis.
10 Deborah Willis, ‘Doctor Faustus and the Early Modem Language of Addiction’, in S. Deats and R. Logan

(eds.), Placing the Plays of Christopher Marlowe: Fresh Cultural Contexts (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2008).
11 Willis, ‘Doctor Faustus’, 135.
12 Ibid., 142.
13 Rebecca Lemon, ‘Scholarly Addiction: Doctor Faustus and the Drama of Devotion’, Renaissance Quarterly,

69 (2016), 866–7. Lemon also includes a paragraph on early modern addiction in a 2016 chapter on Falstaff,

in which she provides definitions and etymology taken from the OED, and a number of early modern diction-

aries. Rebecca Lemon, ‘Sacking Falstaff’, in David Goldstein and Amy Tignor (eds.), Culinary Shakespeare: Stag-

ing Food and Drink in Early Modern England (Pittsburgh: Duquesne University Press, 2016), 123.
14 Ibid., 872.
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powerful tool of historicism, enabling early modern culture to be recovered on
its own terms.’15 By analysing the language of ‘family’ in eighteenth-century
texts, for example, Naomi Tadmor has shown that the word was commonly
understood to mean the household-family, and not just the nuclear-family.16

Using digital technology to conduct a diachronic analysis of the word ‘peace’,
Withington has revealed a deeply contested semantic field, that was intrinsically
linked to political, social, and religious tensions of the seventeenth century.17

These approaches treat language as the reflection of a social and cultural land-
scape, but also as a mechanism through which that landscape is shaped. As
Mark Knights concluded in his examination of methods for the social history of
language, unless words are properly contextualized, they will always be
‘inscribed with meanings derived from the intellectual and political concerns
of the twenty-first rather than the sixteenth century’.18

Perhaps the most significant context for understanding any word is that in
which it emerged, yet in focusing on Doctor Faustus, which was written c.1590,
bothWillis and Lemon have left the origins of addiction – over fifty years earlier
– largely unexplored.19 These origins had an important role in shaping early
modern addiction; both the etymology, and the social, religious, and cultural
contexts in which the word was formed, are decisive factors in determining its
meaning and use. In this article I examine the emergence of the term ‘addict’,
from its print debut in the late 1520s, through the first twenty years of use. I
focus initially on the first printed appearances in the work of two evangelical
writers; the threemeanings they applied to the word; and the etymology behind
those meanings. Next, I trace appearances of the word in the writing of early
protestant reformers in England, who made almost exclusive use of the term in
printed sources before 1550. ‘Addict’ appears in fifty-six printed works between
1529 and 1549, out of the 732 searchable texts on EEBO-TCP (Early English
Books Online – Text Creation Partnership).20 Of these, over 78% – forty-four

15 Phil Withington, ‘The Semantics of ‘Peace’ in Early Modern England’, Transactions of the Royal Historical

Society, Series 6, 23 (2013), 132.
16 Naomi Tadmor, ‘The Concept of the Household-Family in Eighteenth Century England’, Past & Present,

151 (1996), 111–40.
17 Withington, ‘The Semantics of ‘Peace’’, 127–53.
18 Mark Knights, ‘Towards a Social and Cultural History of Keywords and Concepts by the Early Modern

Research Group’, History of Political Thought, XXXI (Autumn, 2010), 433.
19 Lemon’s discussion of devotional addiction in the work of Calvin, which is framed as an examination of

origins, focuses on works printed from 1563 onwards. As this study demonstrates, the term was used in philo-

sophical and religious contexts throughout the 1530s and 1540s.
20 The works included in this study were taken predominantly from the EEBO-TCP corpus which is a fully tran-

scribed and searchable collection of over 60,000 printed texts, covering the period 1475 to 1700. EEBO-TCP is not a

complete record of early modern print, nor is it a representative sample; the TCP selection criteria mean that some

genres are under-represented, and there are numerous duplicate entries and transcription errors. In spite of these

limitations, when used carefully EEBO-TCP is an enormously valuable resource, which represents a significant por-

tion of early modern print culture. EEBO-TCP can be accessed online through several different websites, two of

which were used to locate sources for this study: eebo.chadwyck.com (which found 48 texts containing ‘addict’ or

variants, 3 of which were duplicates) and cqpweb.lancs.ac.uk (which found 43 texts, with 2 duplicates). I also added

two texts where ‘addicte’ had been incorrectly transcribed as ‘addicre’, neither of which appeared in these searches.
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texts – had evangelical authors. This is particularly notable because there was
nothing conceptually unique about the word: non-reformers expressed the
same ideas, in similar contexts, but using different words. In examining uses of
the word ‘addict’ within the religious context of early sixteenth-century Eng-
land, this article suggests the existence of a discrete evangelical vocabulary, and
thus a means of tracing a reformist readership network. More than this, it
potentially reveals one means by which a persecuted and suppressed group cre-
ated a sense of shared identity and community.

LANGUAGE AND METHODOLOGY

Marlowe’s Faustus, which is the focus of both Willis’s and Lemon’s work on
addiction, is in some respects a curious choice, because the text does not
actually contain the word ‘addict’. This is not a problem in itself, but it does
highlight one of the common pitfalls in writing about early modern addiction:
a persistent lack of clarity between word and concept. This is not surprising
given the complexity of the topic. Not only are there various forms of the word
in use at different times, including ‘addict’ as both noun and verb, there are
also the numerous concepts, modern and pre-modern, that have been applied
to those words.21When speaking about historical addiction, care must be taken
not to slip back and forth between concepts, or to assume that a word and a
concept are interchangeable; doing so distorts what contemporaries meant
when they used the word, and risks imposing a modern understanding onto an
early modern word.
The solution I adopt in this article imitates the practices commonly

employed by linguists to provide clarity when speaking about the history of
words: using a range of formatting rules to make clear distinctions between
terms. The following style rules have therefore been applied to this article.
Italics are used to denote a specific word form, such as addicted. Where all the
variant forms of a word are indicated, I have used small capitals on the diction-
ary form (also known as the lemma). For example, ADDICT refers to all forms of
the word (including addict, addicted, addiction, etc.), whereas addicted would
refer just to that specific form. This formatting is also applied to Latin words:
ADDICERE includes different forms of the verb (addico, addictus, etc.), whereas
addicere refers to one specific term only. When speaking about concepts (or
word and concept together), no special formatting is applied, and where the
modern concept is referred to, it is always indicated. For example, the modern
concept of addiction emerged later than the lemma ADDICT, but earlier than the
noun addict.

***

21 See Quentin Skinner, ‘Language and Social Change’, in James Tully (ed.), Meaning and Context: Quentin

Skinner and his Critics (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1988).
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THE THREE MEANINGS OF ADDICT

The sixteenth century was a period of unprecedented religious change, with
bouts of intense religious persecution; it was also a period of educational
reform, and one in which a vibrant print culture emerged. In the 1520s
Lutheran ideas began to spread in English universities, and a number of schol-
ars became convinced of the need for religious reform. Many were humanist-
educated, trained in the skills of classical translation, and the reformation pro-
vided a powerful motivation to apply these skills to propagating religious works
and ideas in the vernacular. However, early reformers faced strong opposition
from the Henrician government: the 1530s and 1540s saw a steady stream of
evangelical executions. John Frith was burnt at the stake in 1533, and John
Lambert in 1538, both for denying transubstantiation. Robert Barnes was exe-
cuted in 1540 for unspecified heresies, and Anne Askew was tortured and exe-
cuted for heresy in 1546.22 Despite the threat of persecution, from the 1520s
onwards English biblical translations and Lutheran-inspired treatises began to
be produced, circulated, and read by those eager for reform.
Both humanist values and reformist designs placed the English language

under increased scrutiny, and prompted a period of intensive linguistic reform.
Perceived inadequacies were gradually swept away, in a process that involved the
rapid expansion of English vocabulary, regularization of spelling, and the emer-
gence of a lexicographical discipline.23 The exact number of new words intro-
duced in this period is hard to quantify, but the influx was significant enough
that ‘the character of the English lexicon was permanently altered’.24 Many of
the new words were loanwords, taken from other languages, often by scholars
working on translations; as Christian Kay and Kathryn Allan put it, ‘nothing
reveals the deficiencies of a languagemore surely than translating into it’.25

ADDICT was one such loanword, borrowed from the Latin term ADDICERE. The
earliest surviving appearance in print is from a 1529 text criticising the Pope,
written by the young protestant reformer, John Frith.26 Although the concept
of ‘first use’ is problematic – ADDICT may well have appeared first in speech or
manuscript, or in printed works that have not survived – the fact that the word
made regular appearances in print from 1529 onwards suggests that Frith’s use
of the term was influential. Frith was Cambridge educated, but had been
recruited to Cardinal Wolsey’s exclusive, newly formed Cardinal College in

22 These executions and others are described by John Foxe in John Foxe, Actes and monuments of matters

most speciall and memorable (London, 1583; EEBO-TCP Phase I).
23 See Richard Foster Jones, The Triumph of the English Language (London: Oxford University Press, 1953).
24 David Crystal, The Stories of English (London: Penguin, 2004), 288.
25 Christian Kay and Kathryn Allan, English Historical Semantics (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press,

2015), 14.
26 John Frith, A pistle to the Christen reader The revelation of Antichrist. Antithesis, wherin are compared to geder

Christes actes and oure holye father the Popes (Antwerp, 1529; EEBO-TCP Phase II).
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Oxford in the 1520s. In 1529 he was accused of heresy along with other Oxford
reformers, and fled to Antwerp. Frith was executed four years later aged just
thirty, but his writing had a profound impact on the early reform movement,
and his articles of faith (written shortly before his death) were essentially those
later adopted by the reformed church.27 Despite his youth, Frith took his role
as a religious leader seriously and towards the end of 1529 in a work called
Antithesis, he urges his readers to:28

Judge. . . all these things with a simple eye/be not partially addict to the one
nor to the other/But judge them by the scripture.29

InA disputacion of purgatorye two years later, Frith uses the word again. This time he
is mounting a defence against those who would dismiss his work because of his
youth. Referencing Timothy 1, ‘Let noman despise the youth’, Frith argues that:

no man should despise his youth for as the spirit of god is bound to no place/
even so is he not addict to any age or person.30

In both cases, Frith uses the word addict in the context of making a choice
between two or more things. In the first, he urges his reader not to be predis-
posed to one idea or another, but to judge purely by the scripture. In the sec-
ond, he explains that God is not bound to a particular place, age, or person. In
both sentences the word has a clear meaning, indicating a preference for one
choice over another.
Frith undoubtedly borrowed ADDICT from the Latin addictus (from the verb

ADDICERE) which in classical Latin was primarily a legal term, used when goods
were sold or delivered as a result of a legal judgement. In cases concerning
debt, it could also describe the forced servitude of a debtor to their creditor,
until the debt was repaid.31 However, ADDICERE had a second, less common
meaning as an augural term. Pierre Danet’s 1700 Complete dictionary of the Greek
and Roman antiquities offers this definition: ‘After the Augurs had consulted the
Will of the Gods by the Flying of Birds, if the Signs were favourable, they
answered thus, Id addicunt aves, Gods favour this Enterprise.’32 Used in the
augural sense, ADDICERE meant favouring one course of action over another.
Similarly, Frith used ADDICT in the context of deciding between different

27 David Daniell, ‘Frith, John (1503–1533)’, Oxford Dictionary of National Biography (hereafter ODNB),

Oxford University Press, 2004; online edn, Oct 206 http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/11954

(accessed Apr 2017).
28 Ruth Ahnert, The Rise of Prison Literature in the Sixteenth Century (New York; Cambridge: Cambridge

University Press, 2013), 118.
29 Frith, A pistle. The text is loosely based on a book by Phillip Melanchthon, but this particular section was

written by Frith, not translated.
30 John Frith, A disputacion of purgatorye (Antwerp, 1531; EEBO-TCP Phase I).
31 P. G. W. Glare (ed.), Oxford Latin Dictionary, Second Edition, Volume I A–L (Oxford, 2012), ‘addicere’ and

‘addictus’.
32 Pierre Danet, A complete dictionary of the Greek and Roman antiquities (London, 1700; EEBO-TCP Phase I).
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choices, of favouring one idea over another, of prejudging something or some-
one. It is notable too that in both of Frith’s examples, to be addicted, or to
favour one thing over another, has negative connotations. Frith may have cho-
sen to borrow ADDICERE not only for the meaning of the word, but also because,
in a reformist text, referencing the augural rituals of pagan Gods was a way of
highlighting how undesirable the behaviour was.
In the years that followed, ADDICT was taken up and used by other protestant

reformers. However, it was rarely used in the same way that Frith used it, to indi-
cate a preference for one choice over another. There are some uses that are
related, but not identical. For example, in Edward Hall’s 1548 chronicle, the
Lady Margaret urged her son (the future Henry VII), ‘with all speed & dili-
gence to addict & settle his mind and full intention how to return home again
into England’; ADDICT is used here to determine a course of action, but there is
no preformed bias, and no alternative actions to choose between.33 The next
use of ADDICT that matches the meaning applied by Frith was not until 1555,
when the evangelical martyr John Bradford wrote that ‘thou needest no more
to confirm thy faith in this matter, but to read them with an indifferent mind,
not being addict otherwise, than to the desire of the truth.’34 Instead later writ-
ers used ADDICT almost exclusively with meanings first found in the work of
George Joye, a year after Frith used it.
Unlike Frith, Joye’s use of ADDICT in 1530 was in a translation from Latin. Joye

was a prolific writer who produced a string of English translations in the early
1530s, including two primers, two psalters, and the books of Isaiah and Jere-
miah. He also produced an unauthorised version of Tyndale’s New Testament,
which resulted in a quarrel that has tarnished Joye’s reputation ever since; the
historiographical depiction of him ‘is an almost unvarying defamation’.35How-
ever, Gergely M. Juh�asz has shown that Joye’s contemporaries regarded him ‘as
one of the most prominent members of the Lutheran group at Cambridge’.36

Far from being deficient in literary faculties, ‘Juh�asz demonstrates that Joye
sought to bring variety into his translations, possessing fondness for words and
language’.37 Joye was an accomplished scholar who put care and consideration
into his work, and it seems that his use of ADDICT in 1530 resonated more with
later writers, who chose to emulate his meaning over that of Frith’s. Here are
the five instances of ADDICT in Joye’s 1530 Psalter of David, which he translated
fromMartin Bucer’s 1529 S. Psalmorum libri quinque:

33 Edward Hall, The vnion of the two noble and illustre famelies of Lancastre [and] Yorke (London, 1548; EEBO-

TCP Phase I).
34 John Bradford, An exhortacion to the carienge of Chrystes crosse (London, 1555; EEBO-TCP Phase I).
35 Gergely M. Juh�asz, Translating Resurrection: The Debate between William Tyndale and George Joye in Its Historical

and Theological Context (Leiden: Brill, 2014), 65–6.
36 Ibid.
37 B. Gordon [Review], ‘Gergely M. Juh�asz, Translating Resurrection: The Debate between William Tyndale

and George Joye in Its Historical and Theological Context (Leiden, 2014)’, Journal of British Studies, 55 (Jan

2016), 190.
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Deliver us from these mortal men which are thy hand wherest thou smitest/
even the mortal men addict to this world [psalm 17]

All that are addict unto wickedness, shall begin to spread themself [psalm 92]
Shall they thus boast themself/these men addict and all given to wickedness
[psalm 94]

They were addict & married unto Baal peor [psalm 106]

Make fast thy promises to thy servant: which is addict unto thy worship [psalm
119].38

Joye uses ADDICT with two distinct meanings. Rather than a pre-existing judge-
ment or prejudice towards a particular course of action or idea, Joye uses it to
mean either the type of binding attachment between a person and a God, or
the act of giving up, or surrendering, to an activity or action. The first meaning
can be seen in psalms 106 and 119, in which a person is both bound and
devoted to a God. The second meaning can be seen in psalms 17, 92, and 94,
two of which describe an attachment to wickedness. Psalm 17 is slightly differ-
ent because it refers ostensibly to a place rather than a behaviour. Examining
the context, however, it is clear that ‘this world’ refers to a very similar type of
behaviour as ‘wickedness’. The psalm is one in which David prays to God for
deliverance from his attackers. The ‘mortal men addict to this world’ are his
attackers; ‘the violent ungodly’ that are more concerned with their material life
than their spiritual salvation. Being addicted to this world, like being addicted
to wickedness, meant that you were ungodly and sinful.
Neither of the two meanings applied to ADDICT by Joye relate to the augural

use of ADDICERE. Nor do they bear resemblance to the Roman legal term ADDI-

CERE; they do not relate to the physical transfer of goods or people, and they are
not a punishment inflicted by a third party. However, ADDICERE was a word of
multiple meanings, and these meanings were not static. Whilst the legal and
augural uses were common in classical Latin, both meanings declined along-
side the cultural practices they described; neo-Latin texts use ADDICERE predomi-
nantly to describe devotion to an individual, or the pursuit of a behaviour or
activity.39 These two meanings – which are self-imposed and self-affecting
actions – are almost identical to those applied to ADDICT by George Joye. There
is an understandable appeal in the transition from bonded servitude to sub-
stance abuse, since both are characterized by loss of free will, and it is no sur-
prise that this connection has often been made by scholars commenting on the

38 George Joye, The Psalter of Dauid in Englishe (Antwerp, 1530; EEBO), fols. 22, 152, 173, 195, 151. Trans-

lated from Martin Bucer, S. Psalmorum libri quinque (Argentoratorum, 1529; Munich DigitiZation Center), 95,

207, 311, 330, 356:‘A mortalibus istis, qui tibi vice manus sunt, qua cedis, a mortalibus huic seculo addictis’

[psalm 17]; ‘vernarint cuncti dediti iniquitati, in hoc ut vastentur per omnia saecula’ [psalm 92]; ‘Effutient,

loquetur superba, iactabunt se quicunq iniquitati dediti sunt?’ [psalm 94]; ‘Adiuncti sunt Baal Peor’ [psalm

106]; ‘Confirma servo tuo promissa tua, qui tuo se cultui addixit’ [psalm 119].
39 Glare (ed), OLD, ‘addicere’ and ‘addictus’. In an examination of thirty uses of ADDICERE in neo-Latin

texts, I found none that used the term in the legal or augural sense.
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origins of ADDICT.40 However, it seems that ADDICT was actually transmitted, not
through the classical legal term ADDICERE, but through non-specialist neo-Latin
uses of the same word. This conclusion is born out through an examination of
later works too: twenty-five of the appearances of ADDICT before 1550 are trans-
lated from other languages; of these, 92% come from neo-Latin, and none are
from classical or late Latin.
In Frith’s original use of the term, to be addicted was a negative thing. Lack of

addiction – that is, the absence of prior attachment, bias, or preference – was
praiseworthy. In Joye’s use, addiction to a behaviour (wickedness) was negative,
but addiction as devotion could be either good or bad depending on the object
of addiction. In the work of later evangelical writers, the moral connotations of
addiction came to depend entirely upon the subject matter, regardless of which
meaning was applied to ADDICT. One could be addicted to vices or sins, as in ‘The
fierce and proud disdainful man which is addict to pride’, ‘all carnal things,
thereto being given and addict’, and ‘whosoever is addict to sin hath the devil his
lord’.41 But one could also be addicted to virtuous behaviour: ‘Being for Christs
sake addict To suffer all pains willingly’, ‘men of the say sort given & addicted to
prayers’, ‘a mind, wholly addict, to sober living Will not be corrupt’.42 Likewise,
addiction to an individual could be either positive – ‘hath addicted himself to
the service of god’ – or negative – ‘we do, so lightly addict or bind our selves, to
these new impostors’.43 In his 1542 religious treatise A newe pathway vnto praier
Thomas Becon uses ADDICT to refer to both positive and negative qualities: Satan
is ‘fervently addict to the destruction of man’, but the human tongue ‘chiefly be
addict & given to. . . preach the magnificence, laude & praise of God’.44 Addic-
tion, at least in the first half of the sixteenth century, was morally neutral; the
behaviours or relationships that it referred to often had strong moral connota-
tions, but the term ADDICT itself conveyed no inherent judgement.
None of the three concepts applied to ADDICT by Frith and Joye were new.

Frith could have used the word favour (‘to treat with partiality’) or prefer (‘to
favour one person or thing in preference or to another’).45 Joye could have
used the words given (‘Inclined, disposed, addicted, prone’), or bind (’To attach

40 See Lemon, ‘Scholarly Addiction’, 869; Willis, ‘Doctor Faustus’, 138.
41 John Hall, Certayne chapters of the prouerbes of Salomon (London, 1550; EEBO-TCP Phase I); Franz Lamber,

trans. Nicholas Lesse, The minde and iudgement of maister Frau[n]ces Lambert of Auenna (London, 1548; EEBO-

TCP Phase II); Desiderius Erasmus, trans. Nicholas Udall, Apophthegmes that is to saie, prompte, quicke, wittie and

sentencious saiynges (London, 1542; EEBO-TCP phase I).
42 William Baldwin, The canticles or balades of Salomon (London, 1549; EEBO-TCP Phase I); Polydore Vergil,

trans. Thomas Langley, An abridgement of the notable woorke of Polidore Vergile (London, 1546; EEBO-TCP Phase

I); Erasmus, trans. Udall, Apophthegmes.
43 Richard Taverner, The principal lawes customes and estatutes of England (London, 1540; EEBO-TCP Phase

I); Heinrich Bullinger, trans. John Veron, An holsome antidotus or counter-poysen (London, 1548; EEBO-TCP

Phase I).
44 Thomas Becon, A newe pathway vnto praier (London, 1542; EEBO-TCP Phase I).
45 ‘favour | favor, v.,’ OED Online, Oxford University Press, www.oed.com.eresources.shef.ac.uk/view/

Entry/68696?rskey5FfWfKP&result52&isAdvanced5false (accessed Dec 2016); prefer, v.’, OED Online,

Oxford University Press, www.oed.com.eresources.shef.ac.uk/view/Entry/149997?redirectedFrom5prefer

(accessed Dec 2016).
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to (a person) by ties of duty, gratitude, affection, etc.’).46 Both writers chose to
employ a new word, taken from Latin, rather than using a word already in exis-
tence. This raises questions about possible motivations for borrowing, which
were undoubtedly complex. Both Frith and Joye were acting within the context
of ongoing debates about loanwords, word borrowing, and the status of the
English language, as well as the influence of humanist traditions and emerging
reformist conventions. Whilst sharing a broadly evangelical mindset, the two
men had markedly different approaches to their work, both in terms of style
and genre. Frith was unusual among reformist writers for introducing numer-
ous Latin loanwords in his work – a practice which was often criticized for result-
ing in obscure, less readable texts, but which was nevertheless common among
non-evangelical writers of this period.47 Whilst Frith’s use of ADDICT can thus be
explained in part by his stylistic preferences, Joye’s motives are less apparent.
However, it is notable that Joye includes a synonym for ADDICT on two occasions,
for each of the two different meanings - ‘addict and all given to wickedness’,
and ‘addict and married unto Baal Peor’. Joye’s use of a recent and therefore
obscure loanword is mitigated by his provision of an explanatory synonym; a
practice that was also favoured by Thomas Elyot.48

AN EVANGELICAL LEXICON

Whatever Frith and Joye’s motives were for choosing ADDICT over existing Eng-
lish words, other reformist writers quickly followed suit. In the 1530s, as well as
the works by Frith and Joye, ADDICT appeared in an exposition on the apostle
Jude written by Lancelot Ridley, two translations of contemporary Latin works
by the anti-papal printer and translator William Marshall, and one by the evan-
gelical Richard Taverner.49 The word was included in works from the 1540s by
active reformers Thomas Becon, John Bale, William Hugh, and Richard Graf-
ton, as well as translated works by Nicholas Udall, Miles Coverdale, and Nicho-
las Lesse. Some of these texts are wholly reformist in nature; take, for example,
John Bale’s The image of bothe churches after reulacion of saynt Iohan the euangelyst,
or John Hooper’s A declaration of Christe and of his offyce compylyd.50 Others are
harder to define, particularly since a 1543 clampdown on evangelical printing
meant that reformists directed their efforts towards ‘bland projects’; works

46 ‘give, v.’, OED Online, Oxford University Press, www.oed.com.eresources.shef.ac.uk/view/Entry/

78553?rskey5seIs1k&result53&isAdvanced5false (accessed Dec 2016); ‘bind, v.’, OED Online, Oxford Uni-

versity Press, www.oed.com.eresources.shef.ac.uk/view/Entry/19117 (accessed Dec 2016).
47 Foster Jones, Triumph, 31, 68–93.
48 Ibid., 140.
49 Girolamo Savonarola, trans. William Marshall, An exposition after the maner of a co[n]templacyon vpon ye .li.

psalme, called Miserere mei Deus (London, 1534; EEBO-TCP Phase II); Marsilius of Padua, trans. William

Marshall, The defence of peace (London, 1535; EEBO-TCP Phase I); Lancelot Ridley, An exposition in the epistell of

Iude the apostel of Christ (London, 1538; EEBO-TCP Phase II); Wolfgang Capito, trans. Richard Taverner, An

epitome of the Psalmes, or briefe meditacions vpon the same (London, 1539; EEBO-TCP Phase I).
50 John Bale, The image of bothe churches after reulacion of saynt Iohan the euangelyst (Antwerp, 1545; EEBO-TCP

Phase I); John Hooper, A declaration of Christe and of his offyce compylyd (Zurich, 1547; EEBO-TCP Phase I).
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which Alec Ryrie describes as ‘painfully moderate.’51 I have counted as ‘reform-
ist work’ writings like William Hugh’s The troubled mans medicine, which accord-
ing to Ryrie was ‘more Erasmian than evangelical, but it did take a reformist
line on justification.’52 Also included is Edward Hall’s The vnion of the two noble
and illustre famelies of Lancastre [and] Yorke; whilst Hall is described by his biogra-
pher Peter Herman as a ‘moderate Protestant’, the work was completed by
Richard Grafton, ‘whose sometimes incautious combination of reformist com-
mitment and commercial activity made him one of the most eye-catching evan-
gelicals of the period.’53 In assessing the reformist credentials of these texts, I
have prioritized the religious values of translators over those of the original
authors. This is due to the practice described by Ryrie whereby printers or trans-
lators gave works ‘a reformist twist’; thus Thomas Langley’s Polydore Vergil was
repackaged as anti-papal, and in the hands of Richard Taverner ‘Erasmus
became a full-blown evangelical’.54 Discounting works where the translator was
unknown, only seven out of fifty-six texts containing ADDICT in the 1530s and
1540s were not written by reformers. This fairly astonishing statistic seems to
suggest that evangelical writers were making use of at least one word which
other contemporary writers tended not to use, perhaps indicating the existence
of a discrete reformist vocabulary.
What makes this particularly notable is that there is nothing inherently reli-

gious about the meanings conveyed by ADDICT. The texts that contained the
word were written by evangelical writers, but were not necessarily about evangel-
ical topics; Richard Taverner was a dedicated religious reformer, but he also
studied law, and ADDICT appears in his work on The principal lawes customes and
estatutes of England.55 Furthermore, as we will see, it is possible to find exactly
the same meanings being conveyed in non-evangelical works, using words like
GIVE, DEDICATE, and BIND.

ADDICT in the sense of a binding attachment comes closest to describing spe-
cifically evangelical interests, since it could be used in reference to God, as in,
‘so wholly given and addicted to God the father’, or ‘the soul it self being addict
unto God.’56 It could also be used indirectly to speak about the worship or service
of god, speaking ‘of amindmore addict to the serving of god’, or of one ‘wholly
addict to the honouring of their false gods’, or perhaps warning that a Christian
man should not ‘addict himself to the wicked service of idols’.57 But it was also

51 Alec Ryrie, The Gospel and Henry VIII: Evangelicals in the Early English Protestant Reformation (Cambridge:

Cambridge University Press, 2003), 117–18.
52 Ibid.; William Hugh, The troubled mans medicine (London, 1546; EEBO-TCP Phase II).
53 Ryrie, The Gospel, 19; Peter C. Herman, ‘Hall, Edward (1497–1547)’, ODNB, Oxford University Press,

2004; online edn, Jan 2012 http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/11954 (accessed Dec 2016); Hall, The

vnion.
54 Ryrie, The Gospel, 116.
55 Taverner, The principal lawes.
56 Ulrich Zwingli, trans. John Veron, The ymage of both pastoures (London, 1550; EEBO-TCP Phase II); Saint

Cyprian, trans. J. Scory, Certein workes of blessed Cipriane the martyr (Emden, 1556; EEBO-TCP Phase II).
57 Hugh, The troubled mans medicine; Vergil, trans. Langley, An abridgement; Jean Calvin, trans. Robert Horne,

Certaine homilies of m. Ioan Calvine (Rome, 1553; EEBO-TCP Phase II).
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used to speak about a binding attachment to another person, such as loyalty to
a monarch – ‘your most addict subjects Queen’ – and it could describe adher-
ence to, or praise of, the ideas or principles of a particular figure.58 Examples
of the latter include Miles Coverdale’s translation of Erasmus, which speaks
about ‘our divines, that are too much addict to Aristotle’, and Lancelot Ridley,
writing of Saint Augustine and others, that ‘these authors would have no man
so addicted unto their sayings that whatsoever they should speak or had written
it should be believed as truth’.59None of these contexts or topics were exclusive
to Protestant reformers. The humanist scholar Sir Thomas Elyot wrote of some-
one ‘equally as much bounden to Aristotle’, and the advice of Catholic spokes-
man John Feckenham was ‘to dedicate our selves wholly to the service of
God’.60 Meaning and context were the same – the difference lay in the choice
of word.
The same is true of the other meaning that Joye applied to ADDICT, describing

the attachment to habitual behaviours or customs. Plato and Anaxagoras wel-
comed isolation, according to William Hugh, because it meant ‘their minds
were more quiet thereby and addict to the study of philosophy’, and reformist
writer and clergyman George Bancrafte advises that we should not ‘be addict &
given to the observance of the Iavish ceremonies’.61When similar topics appear
in the work of non-evangelicals, the same meanings are conveyed without the
use of ADDICT. The humanist Thomas Starkey wrote that he had ‘given [him]
self to the study of letters’, and the Bridgettine monk Richard Whitford argued
that religious persons ‘be not bound unto their ceremonies’.62 These alterna-
tives to ADDICT – GIVE, DEDICATE, BIND – are found in the work of evangelicals too;
the difference is that reformers had an additional word in their arsenal, which
non-reformers did not embrace. In other words, ADDICT had evangelical conno-
tations because of the writers who used it, not because of its inherentmeaning.

AN EVANGELICAL NETWORK

One explanation for this is that reformist books circulated within a tight net-
work. This was a group living under the threat of persecution, reading and shar-
ing books that were frowned upon, if not explicitly banned; when a new word
appeared in a reformist text, it took longer to reach a wider audience. As a
result, appearances of the word ADDICT can provide a way of tracing readership:
if a writer in the 1530s or 1540s uses the term, it is quite likely that they had read

58 Capito, trans. Taverner, An epitome of the Psalmes.
59 Desiderius Erasmus, trans. Miles Coverdale, A shorte recapitulacion or abrigement of Erasmus Enchiridion (Ant-

werp, 1545; EEBO-TCP Phase I); Ridley, An exposition.
60 Sir Thomas Elyot, The boke named the Gouernour (London, 1537; EEBO-TCP Phase II); John Feckenham,

Two homilies vpon the first, second, and third articles of the crede (London, 1555; EEBO-TCP Phase II).
61 Hugh, The troubled mans medicine; George Bancrafte, The answere that the preachers of the Gospel at Basile,

made (London, 1548; EEBO-TCP Phase II).
62 Thomas Starkey, A preface to the Kynges hyghnes (London, 1536; EEBO-TCP Phase I); Richard Whitford,

Here begynneth the boke called the Pype (London, 1532; EEBO-TCP Phase II).
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reformist literature. However, the use of ADDICT may indicate more than just
readership, since these writers were not just passively reading words, but also
actively reproducing them.
It is widely recognised that vocabulary can both reflect and define a social

group. This concept formed the basis of Alan S. C. Ross’s now infamous 1954
comparison of upper- and middle-class vocabularies, which Ross referred to as
U and non-U class indicators.63 A more contemporary example is provided by
Peter Burke, who described how sixteenth-century English puritans were ‘rec-
ognisable by their nasal twang and also by their vocabulary, in which terms such
as “abomination”, “backsliding”, “discipline”, “edify”, “godly” and so onmade a
frequent appearance’.64 In the same way if ADDICT is seen as part of evangelical
vocabulary of the early sixteenth century, then the act of using it could be
viewed as a deliberate statement of evangelical support.
In fact, there is already some evidence that reformers were using language in

other ways to create a sense of belonging. Ruth Ahnert has argued that the
deliberate rhetorical strategies of reformers like John Frith created a growing
sense of group cohesion among reformers from the 1530s onwards. This was a
group of believers with common values but no sense of shared history, and its
members were likely unaware of the extent of their community beyond those
they knew personally. Frith wrote ‘to instil communal values and behaviours in
his co-religionists’ by ‘explicitly referring to the size [of that community]; by
focusing on an individual and then moving the focus outward to the individu-
al’s context within a community; or by detailing the spread of a manuscript
beyond its intended audience, thereby creating a reputation of uncontainabil-
ity.’65 As a result of strategies like these, reformers increasingly felt ‘a sense of
membership within a textual community’, and their opponents – notably Sir
ThomasMore – came to perceive them ‘as an organised network of evangelicals
working together to produce and disseminate texts’.66 Ahnert posits the forma-
tion of a coherent evangelical group in the first half of the sixteenth century, in
the form of a textual community; a group which created a sense of unity
through the production and consumption of printed works. It does not seem
unlikely that the use of a specific vocabulary could – in the same way Ross
describes – be ameans of reinforcing this sense of identity.
There is some indication that non-reformers may also have recognised ADDICT

as being part of an evangelical lexicon, and made a conscious decision not to
use the term in some of their work. The humanist writer Sir Thomas Elyot’s
1538 Latin–English dictionary contains two uses of the word, in definitions for

63 Alan S. C. Ross, ‘Linguistic Class-Indicators in Present-Day English,’ Neuphilologische Mitteilungen, 55: 1

(1954), 20–56.
64 Peter Burke, ‘Introduction’, in Peter Burke and Roy Porter (eds.,) The Social History of Language

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987), 4.
65 Ahnert, Prison Literature,118–9.
66 Ibid., 18–19; Ruth Ahnert and Sebastian E. Ahnert, ‘Protestant Letter Networks in the Reign of Mary I: A

Quantitative Approach,’ ELH, 82 (Spring 2015), 1–2.
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sympinaticae (‘women addict to ceremonies or devotion’) and studiosus (‘studi-
ous, diligent, constant, addict or fervently disposed’).67 In his 1542 revised edi-
tion, these two uses had increased to six, with ADDICT appearing in the entries
for solidurij and persequi uoluptates, as well as the biographies of Horatius Flaccus
and Paul the Apostle.68 The appearance of ADDICT in Elyot’s dictionaries is an
anomaly. He was a prolific writer who produced ten English works and seven
translations over the course of the 1530s and 1540s, yet ADDICT appears in none
of his other writing. Significantly, as well as being a humanist scholar, a diplo-
mat, and a lexicographer, Elyot was also an opponent to the evangelical cause.
Since he was clearly aware of the existence and meaning of the word, it seems
to have been a conscious decision to use ADDICT – a Latin loanword – only in his
two Latin dictionaries. In other words, Elyot uses ADDICT only when it will be
understood in the context of classical Latin lexicography, and avoids using it in
his other works where it could be interpreted as an affinity for protestant
reform.
If ADDICT was recognized as being part of evangelical vocabulary by both

reformers and non-reformers alike, this has quite interesting implications for
those non-reformist texts that used the word in 1530s and 1540s. Seven out of
fifty-six printed texts that used ADDICT in the 1530s and 40s were not written by
reformist writers. The earliest of these appeared just three years after Frith’s
Antithesis in a 1531 work titled A glasse of the truth, which argues for the annul-
ment of Henry VIII and Catherine of Aragon’s marriage. In A glasse a lawyer
and a divine are discussing what a shame it is that learned men put their own
self-interests above the public good, and that they are not united in their opin-
ion; the divine comments that this ‘showeth a great lack of grace, and an over-
much addiction to private appetites, mixed with too much headiness and
obstinacy’.69 As when Joye wrote of ‘the mortal men addict to this world’, so A
glasse used addiction to refer to behaviour that was both morally reprehensible
and limiting; ‘private’ appetites restrict one from pursuing the much preferred
‘public’ appetites. The text is often believed to express the personal views of
Henry VIII, with Steven Haas contending that Henry ‘gave much personal
effort to it and that hence A glasse is in fact a mirror to his own views’.70 It is,
however, unlikely to have been written personally by the king. The royal tutor
Richard Croke noted that ‘many besides Roper [Dean of Henry VIII’s College
at Oxford] cannot believe it is the king’s writing, and, though they admit his
wit, think that he lacketh leisure to search and bolt out so difficult a matter’.71

The fact that ADDICT is used in a sense almost identical to Joye, and only a year

67 Thomas Elyot, The dictionary of syr Thomas Eliot knight (London, 1538; EEBO-TCP Phase I).
68 Thomas Elyot, Bibliotheca Eliotae Eliotis librarie (London, 1542; EEBO-TCP Phase I).
69 Henry VIII, A glasse of the truth (London, 1532; EEBO-TCP Phase I). This also happens to be the first

appearance of the noun form, addiction.
70 Steven W. Haas, ‘Henry VIII’s “Glasse Of Truthe”’, History, 64: 212 (1979), 355; J. Christopher Warner,

‘No Humanist Fiction This: Henry VII’s Prose Dialogue A Glass of the Truth’, Prose Studies, 18:2 (1995), 126.

Warner writes that ‘Henry was probably not the sole author of A Glass’.
71 Warner, ‘No Humanist Fiction’, 127.
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later, suggests that whoever wrote A Glasse was not only reading reformist works,
but also imitating the language found in them. It may not be too much of a
stretch to suggest that Henry VIII’s ghost writer in 1532 was a reformist
sympathizer.
Henry VIII was also involved in another of the seven non-reformist texts; the

1543 A necessary doctrine and erudition for any Christen man, commonly called the
King’s Book.72 The work aimed to establish the official doctrine of the Church
of England, and was based on an earlier version known as the Bishop’s Book.
However, whilst the 1537 original – which took the combined efforts of forty-six
divines – does not contain ADDICT, the 1543 rewrite, which was written by just six
scholars, does.73 At one point, the King’s Book argues that the customs and
ordinances at the time of Christ are closer to the true doctrine of Christ, than
any put forward by ‘the bishop of Rome, or any other addicted to that see and
usurped power’.74 At least two of the contributors had evangelical leanings in
the 1530s, which may explain the appearance of the word ADDICT in this text.
Nicholas Heath was ‘clearly a member of the evangelical circle’ around Thomas
Cranmer in 1533, although by the 1540s he was having ‘second thoughts about
the extent of his evangelical commitment’.75 Similarly Thomas Thirlby shared
Cranmer’s evangelical opinions in 1533, but was later described as ‘the keenest
opponent of the reformist cause’.76 Either of these men could have retained
the vocabulary of their previous radical phase. There is also a remote possibility
that Henry VIII may have written the line himself. He apparently ‘read the Bish-
ops’ Book thoroughly and proceeded to alter words, rewrite sentences and
delete whole sections’, before involving a team of experts in the editing pro-
cess.77 Whilst direct authorship may be improbable, it seems likely that Henry
VIII at least read – and authorized – the use of the term.78

The evangelical exclusivity of ADDICT was short-lived, and non-reformist
appearances of the term increase from the 1540s: three of the seven non-
reformist uses appear in the latter half of that decade.79 However, for a period
of around twenty years it has the potential to reveal a limited network of

72 Henry VIII,A necessary doctrine and erudition for any Christen man set furthe by the kynges maiestye of Englande
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reformist readership; one that may have included Henry VIII’s 1532 ghost
writer, and the once reformist-leaning contributors to the King’s Book. The
appearance of ADDICT in these non-reformist works was also an important step
in transmitting the word to a wider audience; by the 1550s it could no longer be
considered an exclusively evangelical term.

***

THE LANGUAGE OF EARLY MODERN ADDICTION

Early modern addiction is an emerging field, which has only recently broken
free from a modern concept that is both pathologized, and at times stubbornly
moralistic. By relinquishing the compelling story of breakdown and redemp-
tion that shapes much of modern addiction discourse, early modern addiction
promises instead to uncover rich patterns of habitual behaviour. First, however,
a precise understanding of the meaning, connotations, and uses of the word in
early modern Englishmust be established.
This article has sought to explore the emergence of the term ADDICT within

the context of the early English reformation, by drawing on the tools andmeth-
odologies of historical linguistics. Making a clear distinction between the word
ADDICT and the concepts it describes, I have shown that addiction’s evangelical
ties were not semantic; the religious connotations of ADDICT emerged not from
any meaning attached to the word itself, but through the beliefs of the writers
who used it. Whilst ADDICT did not hold specifically religiousmeaning to reform-
ers, it may nevertheless have held value as one of the mechanisms by which a
sense of shared identity was forged.
The vernacular origins of ADDICT provide an interesting case study in the

transmission of new words. ADDICT was initially introduced and circulated within
a very distinct textual community, and as a result, the distribution of the word
throughout early modern texts may echo the dissemination of reformist ideas.
Vocabulary thus has the potential to shed light on the elusive issue of audience.
Ultimately, ADDICT did not remain restricted to the works of protestant writers

beyond the mid-century. However, the origins of the word had a lasting impact
on the connotations and meaning of addiction across the entirety of the early
modern period. ADDICT – a morally ambiguous, profoundly versatile English
term, plucked from neo-Latin – was used throughout the sixteenth and seven-
teenth centuries to describe two very intimate sentiments: a deep sense of
attachment to another person or being, and a strong disposition for doing par-
ticular activities or practices. Evangelical addiction thus became a means for
early modern people to define both their devoted attachments, and their habit-
ual behaviours.
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